Nissan 240sx review

Nowadays, when you think SX, you think drift missile. The Nineties Nissan two-door is the go-to
for drifting enthusiasts everywhere thanks to its balanced, lightweight chassis, rear-wheel-drive
layout, long wheelbase, and endless aftermarket support. But even before it became the drift car
king, the SX was making a name for itself in the sport compact segment. MotorWeek recently
published its original review of the Nissan SX to its YouTube channel, showcasing what the
industry thought of the car before the drift scene got ahold of it. It was able to stand out
amongst its competitors for the same reasons it's now a drifting icon, its rear-drive layout
providing a better overall experience in a mostly front-drive segment. Of course, the car wasn't
perfect. The plain, under-utilized gauge layout left a bit to be desired, and the switch from a
hatchback to a normal trunk out back surely upset some people looking to use their sports
coupe for practical reasons. Still, it's interesting to see just how well-received the SX was back
when it was still on showroom floors, and how it was able to transform into the icon it is today.
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Reading Below. More From Videos. In , the Nissan corporate think tank was in high gear,
producing some of the most fun-to-drive cars of any carmaker on the planet. In quick
succession, Nissan dealers received new model after new model, all of them exhibiting a brash,
in-your-face personality and suave good looks. The Nissan SX was no exception to the rule. The
car was engineered with eager young drivers in mind. To keep the insurance companies at bay,
a twin-cam four-cylinder was the sole powerplant available. For tail-out good times, Nissan
opted for rear-wheel drive on the , and then designed a graceful body that could be had as a
coupe or hatchback. Later, a convertible was offered. The SX was an instant hit, particularly in
hatchback form. In , Nissan fiddled with the formula. Gone is the popular hatchback. Gone is the
convertible. Gone are low prices. Gone is the brash personality. The Nissan SX has moved
uptown, baby. It retains rear-wheel drive and the twin-cam four. It retains speedy performance. It
retains suave good looks. But in trying to become a mini-Infiniti, the Nissan SX has lost its
magical charm. This doesn't mean it's a bad car. Inside, the SX displays excellent ergonomics,
with rich leather seating surfaces an extra-cost frill. Load on the options, and the SX SE
approaches 28 grand. Time for a wake-up call, Nissan. Twenty-eight thousand dollars is an
awful lot of green for young people to pay for a car. And for those of us paying off school loans,
the new Nissan SX, based on the Sentra, is closer to the original in execution and price than this
wannabe luxo-coupe. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds
also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid
for the Used Nissan SX. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably
tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided
you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a
few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month
basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so.
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After several months I decided I know the car well enough to review. I bought the car over miles
away, when I say the couple hour trip back was comfortable, I mean it. With this car you do feel
the bumps, there is more road feel. This is a sports car, not a luxery car. It's a lot lower than the
Pathfinder, and not as smooth over bumps, but definetly more fun, and longer trips feel shorter.
It's quick, and there's lots of torque with this motor. Read less. Amazing Car Lacking very little.
Buying a 97 the factory tires had been replaced so me opting for better ones would not really be
any suggestion. But when you do put performance tires on this car it handels like it is on rails. If
you think the ride is to harsh you are to old and should drive a dangerous, wasteful SUV! See all
8 reviews of the Used Nissan SX. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test
Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores.
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hedgehoppers, that's Nissan. It, too, just learned to fly. Or relearned. In the original Z-car, quick
and light and looking right, captured the imaginations of the world's sports-car fanatics. In a
creative coup, Nissan perfectly conceived its two-seater coupe for its perfectly perceived

market. The Z took flight with a near-ballistic rush that left its foes rocking in their wheel
chocks. Yet from the mid-seventies to the mid-eighties, Nissan squandered its well-deserved
dynamic reputation. Its sporty models grew glitzy, and its lesser models became mundane.
Meanwhile, Honda blitzed new trails in excellence, Mazda licked the edges of the performance
envelope, and Toyota hung on as Japan's biggest car company. By , Nissan had fallen from
second place among imports in U. This is now, and the SX is Nissan. The new , though not
directly related to the original, is also a car to lust afterâ€”unlike the SX it replaces. The 's
trappings, from its voluptuous lines to its worthy innards, showcase Nissan's reborn
enthusiasm. A trip in the SX proves that, just as with the original Z , a flight in a well-trimmed
craft brings its pilot great joy. The SX steps up to the needs of the s with all the right stuff. It
contains a new, naturally aspirated, twelve-valve, 2. The SX handsomely houses the new engine
amid lighter weight and better handling; Nissan's engineers may have relearned flying
overnight, but they weren't born yesterday. Nissan's new managers cleverly insisted on
retaining the SX's basic rear-drive layout. The makes the most of it with a new rear suspension.
Its multilink design offers welcome self-stabilizing characteristics and precise handlingâ€”areas
where the 's higher weight, narrower tracks, and less accomplished tires showed a weaker grip
on theory and road alike. The new suspension designâ€”similar to that finalized for the next
ZXâ€”easily provides almost any mix of agility and stability that Nissan cares to dial in. It
delivers increasingly benign toe-in as cornering loads grow. It minimizes squat, lift, camber
change, and jacking for flatter handling without stiffer springs and bushings. The 's front
suspension retains the 's strut layout but includes more anti-dive. Anybody seeking joy in an
automobile's handling, meaning all of us with hands caressing the wheel and feet hot to trot for
thrills underfoot, will find exceptional dynamics in the SXâ€”perfect for a lively model that
Nissan flatly proclaims a sports car. Like the old Z, the SX gives a terrain-hugging ride but
masterful control. It weighs pounds, but its deft controls and cheery bent for changing direction
belie its mass, subtracting about pounds from its feel. Until you take the controls, the only clues
that times have changed at Nissan lie in the SX's bodywork. It comes as either a fastback, the
SE, or a blocky notchback, the XE. Nissan styling clinics show public preference split Both cars
wear four-wheel disc brakes, but the fastback will soon offer an ABS system. Our SX was
equipped with a sport package, optional only on the fastback. From the same option box: cruise
control and a leather-wrapped shifter and wheel. Every turns up with linear rack-and-pinion
power steering. Nissan keeps communications between car and driver open and direct. No
variable-assist or variable-ratio monkey-motion muddies the messages. Wound tight, the 's
steering produces a snug Yet the guileless steering and almost unflappable chassis allow
exhibitions of gripping behavioral magic. Blend this natural gift of grab with 0. Nissan fits in the
SX almost every control that a master driver, an advanced amateur, or a really rank beginner
could want. The dash layout, simple and thor0ugh, surpasses most others in both its
appearance and its function. Barely a stretch of the driver's mind or muscle distracts from the
driving. A digital speedometer with head-up display lurks on the options list, but bypass it for
the fine standard analog array-whose large tach and speedometer dials dominate the central
bulge of the instrument pod. Small coolant-temp and fuel-level gauges nest in the pod's outer
corners. They fill perfectly the viewing space framed by the sport wheel-whose horizontal
spokes join the rim a bit too low for best hand placement. Embedded in the wheel are
membrane buttons for decently coordinated cruise controls, though the spoke-mounted buttons
prove less handy than, say, Honda's hub-mounted buttons or the stalk-activated designs from
BMW and Mercedes-Benz. The 's console houses climate controls capable of all but rainmaking.
Stereo components fill most of the leftover space above the snickety-snick five-speed stick or
the lever for the optional four-speed automatic whose gear ratios drew mixed reviews. Our SX's
radio fronted a clean layout and large soft-touch but-tons, but it didn't pick up signals cleanly.
Still, based on Nissan's studious attention to finer details in our prototype SX, we suspect the
sound system in production-line s will not fall on its woofers. The SX's two-plus-two seating
provides legroom for four if the two in back tape in at 24 inches head-to-toe and say "goo-goo"
a lot. Up front, adults sit in a fashion more appropriate to front-cabin status. Despite supportive
appearances, though, the deep bucketsâ€”even in their most upright position lean back quite
far and offer so-so padding. Nissan, unlike most purveyors of automatic seatbelts, positions the
inboard latches close beside the hips of front occupants, so you regain some support sacrificed
by the lackluster seats. The backseat flops forward to add cargo length to the shallow hidden
trunk, which stretches wider and longer than expected. Braking performance also stretches
long for a sporting car. The pedal feels fine during hard road driving, but all-out stops from 70
mph--even with consider-able pedal modulation-chew up feet. The 2. But soon there-after it
quits abruptly: Nissan fits a top-speed governor to keep down buyers' car-insurance costs. The
power stops Iu! Otherwise, the SX's willing engine and slick body felt capable of knocking off

mph, its chassis even more. Word is out-heh-heh-that snipping one engine-parameter wire
disconnects the annoying cutout. Moreover, several faster machines skulk on both sides of
today's exchange rates. Take the PlymouthLaser and Mitsubishi Eclipse turbo two-seaters: two
seconds quicker from 0 to 50, about 35 mph faster up top, but barely costlier. Such machines
may not keep a lid on running costs, and they will not bend into corners as rewardingly as
theSX, but you pays yer money and you takes yer turns as you please. A note of guidance:
Nissan insiders hint that an unrepentantly quick SX
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is well on the road to final development. The 's layout already seems so good that we humbly
suggest a percent power boost. Once and for all, Nissan, are you men or mice, ninjas or nice?
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